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latest news, the Russian Duma has taken up the
request to extend the protective zone for the
remaining troops in and around the annexed
Crimea. The decision was taken last week in

session. During the day, the deputy prime
minister of Ukraine, Arseny Yatsenyuk has

declared that the occupied region of the
Crimea would be part of the future Ukrainian

state. Yatsenyuk and representatives of the
Ukrainian government met in Minsk with

representatives of the Kremlin and agreed to
resume the process of normalizing Ukraine-

Russia relations. The information is disclosed
by the Vice President of the Verkhovna Rada

of Ukraine, Vyacheslav Kyrylenko to the
Ukrainian news portal. The representative

stressed that the meeting in Minsk was a very
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important step towards normalization of
relations between Ukraine and Russia. In

addition, Kyrylenko assured that Ukrainian
President, Petro Poroshenko has publicly

recognized the annexed peninsula as part of the
Ukrainian territory. The president was quoted
as saying that Kiev is determined to combat
crime in the Crimea and has agreed to take
part in the talks on resolving the situation in

the peninsula. The president’s statement came
during his visit to the Ukrainian region of
Crimea, which was annexed by Russia on

March 20, 2014. Thus, Kiev became a part of
the Russian Federation.Q: Javascript -
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appends it to a form on the page, this works
fine except on click on my back button after

i've closed the pop up window the value of the
input field stays the same when it should be
updated. I checked in chrome development

tools and the returnValue property is there. I've
even put a console.log after clicking the input

field so it will be called and this is working
correctly.
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